"He took a million-gallon business and has developed it into a 10-million gallon business. We do a lot of marine fueling here and also have a transportation company (Tasha Trucking) that transports all of our fuel to all of our terminals and Kabraul also runs that now and buys all the fuel and gasoline for our service stations. We have a fleet of CITGO and some Shell stations and he helps maintain and run those with our other managers, along with managing Loud Fuel Co." Indeed, Loud Fuel has grown to offer a wide variety of services to a customer base that stretches along Massachusetts Route 3 and U.S. Route 6, which runs like a spine through the Cape Cod peninsula, from Plymouth in the west to Orleans in the east.
"Back in 1994 when we bought Loud Fuel Co., it was basically a one-truck operation," said Kabraul Tasha. "I drove the truck and wife, Julie, was in the office answering phones and collecting money. Since then, we've gone from a heating-oil company to commercial diesel, which took off, then we got into a large portion of marine fueling (see Sidebar). Lately, we've diversified more into biofuels. Now we're hauling a lot of biofuels that come in on rail from the Midwest and we truck them to the source, including having a very large contract with CITGO Petroleum." So, an operation that began less than two decades ago with one man (and a supportive wife), one truck and one dream has grown into an operation that features a rolling fleet of 50 six-wheel and six 10-wheel delivery trucks that operate under the Loud Fuel banner and eight 18-wheel fuel transports that fly the Tasha Trucking flag. With the Tasha oil empire on the Cape reaching critical mass at the same time, Mike and Kabraul were looking for on-truck liquid-handling equipment that could meet the diverse delivery needs of their various entities, especially Loud Fuel, which would soon be branching out into the delivery of propane and biofuels, in addition to the traditional gasoline, diesel and heating oil.
The Perfect Partner

"My relationship with the Tashas started when we bought
Hall Equipment 20 years ago," said Trask. "We sell them pumps, meters, valves, tanks -both aboveground and below ground -and they have gas stations and we service those, too. They also have fueling depots that we service, as well. We sold them all of their oil-delivery vehicles since Boston Steel is their choice of tanks and we are a distributor and fabricator for Boston Steel."
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Kabraul Tasha stands next to one of Tasha Trucking's 18-wheel fuel transports, all of which are outfitted with Blackmer® TXD Series Sliding Vane Pumps.
When Kabraul and Mike Tasha need pumps for their vehicle fleet, they turn to Mike Trask, center, of Hall Trask Equipment Co., who is quick to recommend Blackmer® TXD Series Sliding Vane Pumps.
"All of our petroleum needs come from Hall Trask, trucks, pumps, hoses, anything to do with an oil truck," said Kabraul Tasha. "They're a lot like us. They know how we want our stuff done. They know when we want our stuff done. It's not just a business relationship, we refer each other to other customers, and we help each other out of jams."
The Perfect Pump
When it comes to the transport pumps that are used on which is dedicated to research and education designed to advance the understanding of the ocean and its interaction with the Earth system. As part of that research and education, WHOI regularly sends ships out to sea for six months at a time, all of which need to be loaded with upwards of 100,000 gallons of fuel before they depart.
"Over time, we got into a large portion of marine fueling,"
explained Kabraul Tasha. "After years of doing marine fueling, I
got into the Coast Guard manual, which is to fill anything over 10,000 gallons of storage, then we started doing 20,000, 30,000
gallons, and now we do boats that hold 100,000, 200,000 or 300,000 gallons. We do big Navy ships, long-line boats that go offshore for 30 days at a time, two draggers that are probably the biggest on the East Coast, which take 6,000 gallons a week."
While marine fueling has developed into a profitable niche for Loud Fuel, the most unique -and impressive -marine- "This operation is Coast Guard-regulated so we couldn't just come down with 10 different trucks and 10 different hoses;
the fuel had to go through that specific hose and that specific meter that were approved by the government," said Tasha.
"My Blackmer pump would grab the fuel, throw it through my meter and out the discharge. As we were fueling water was coming off the boat and there was not a stitch of rainbow in that water. It was a two-day pump, it was impressive, and when we were done, all we did was add a little grease to the Blackmer pump and that was it. That pump was on an old truck that's got at least 10 million gallons through it and it came through like a champ. No other pumps come close to these We do everything with them: we suck out of the ground;
we pump overhead; we pump from truck-to-truck, so we certainly use them in a lot more different ways than the average guy that just might deliver oil to a house." 
Conclusion
